Pseudo Stereovision-based Path Generation Method for a Robotic Arc Welding System
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Abstract: - In this paper a vision-based path generation method for a robotic arc welding system, is presented. The vision system used is the Pseudo Stereovision System (PSVS) that captures a complex image in a single shot. A part of the recently developed HumanPT robotic software application permits to implement the algorithms proposed. A desired welding path can be generated, not using a “Teaching by Showing” like method, but using a complex image captured by means of PSVS from a scene of the robotic environment. From this complex image, one or more edges or parts of them, lines manually designed and or a combination of lines of the previous cases, as well as lines in complex images of successive scenes can be used to generate the path that a torch follows. By means of the graphical user interface (GUI) provided, a user can initially process images selecting from pull down menus a variety of filters, edge detection methods and operations. Then the desired path as a combination of lines is selected. The correspondence algorithm proposed can be implemented in complex images and it is based on seeds. Finally, a successive number of equidistant path point locations are calculated by means of the path points calculation algorithm also proposed. In on line operation, PSVS mounted on the end-effector can capture complex images with the desired best view (welding view) of a scene permitting this way to calculate the desired path point locations with better accuracy (smaller distance, better slope of an edge). The application is developed in Visual C++, it runs in personal computers under Windows as operating system and communicates with PUMA 761 robot through ALTER communication port at 38400 bps.
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1 Introduction

A robotic manipulator can be used in an arc welding system. In a system like this many problems may be encountered. Some of them are 1) the movement accuracy of a torch mounted on the end-effector of the robotic manipulator, 2) the generation of a proper path the torch must follows, 3) the flexibility of the system to adapt the specified path to any changes in shape of metal pieces to be welded, 4) the possibility of the system to change the movement rate, or the pattern of movement relatively to metal types or welding surfaces shape.

The above problems could better be manipulated if a stereovision system like PSVS, mounted on the end-effector of the robotic manipulator together with the torch, might be used. A stereovision system can measure with better accuracy than other systems the desired path points and adapt an initially specified path to any changes of the metal pieces to be welded. In such a system the initial path may be generated quite easy and fast. The previous features will permit the welding of different in shape or in material metal pieces and to repeat the procedure when it is necessary.

Some researchers in relevant papers propose methods for the initial path generation. In [1-3], Ales Ude and Rudiger Dillman employed the “Teaching by Showing” programming paradigm. The user specifies the desired trajectory by moving the object to be manipulated with his hand. The performance is measured with a stereovision system. In [4], B. Brunner et al. proposed the so-called TeleSensorProgramming concept as an easy way to program a robot off-line via learning by showing in a virtual environment. R. M. Voyles and P. K. Khosla in [5] proposed a gesture-based programming method of a robot. In [6], Johnson and Marsh presented the basic mathematical and computational framework for a new method of modeling robot manipulator workspaces. In his thesis [7],
Sabes studied the planning of visually guided arm movements in two cases: feedback perturbation and obstacle avoidance. In [8], Li Fang Gu studied the visual guidance of a robot by means of a stereo-vision system and using as features corner points. Paschke and Pauli in [9] implemented the Programming by Demonstration method to reconstruct a smooth 3D trajectory of a gripper, using a stereo-vision system. In [10], Ruf and Horoaud proposed a methodological framework for trajectory generation in projective space. In their paper [11], Zha and Du presented a new approach to the generation and optimization of the position and orientation trajectories in Cartesian task space. Simulation is made in a virtual CAD-based off-line programming environment.

In this paper, an integrated system for the initial path generation of a robotic welding system is proposed. The input of the system is a complex image captured by means of our pseudo stereovision system (PSVS) [12-13]. It differs from other vision-based methods ("Teaching by Showing" like methods) because only a complex image of a static scene can be used to generate a robotic path. A path can be calculated quite easy, fast and with good accuracy. A desired path is generated by using a straight or curved edge, or combination of edges belonging to the complex image, or user-designed lines connecting edges and feature points. For better accuracy in calculations, the selection of the best view of the desired scene is possible by translating and rotating the end effector (and the attached on it) PSVS (virtual camera 1 and the left camera (virtual camera 2) respectively.

We define the following symbols:
- \( u_0, v_0, u_{OR}, v_{OR}, u_{OL}, v_{OL} \) → Estimated coordinates of a 3D point in the image plane of the right (virtual camera 1) and the left camera (virtual camera 2) respectively.
- \( a_u, a_v, a_{uR}, a_{vR}, a_{uL}, a_{vL} \) → Estimated scale factors in image \( u \) and \( v \) axes, in pixels again of the right (virtual camera 1) and the left camera (virtual camera 2) respectively.
- \( c \) → Parameter describing the skew of the two image axes.
- \( u_R, v_R, u_L, v_L \) → Estimated coordinates of a 3D point in the image plane of the right (virtual camera 1) and the left camera (virtual camera 2) respectively.
- \( b \) → The baseline length.
- \( m \) → Parameter describing the parallel displacement of the virtual optical axis from \( O_2 \) along \( X \) axis due to refraction phenomena in mirror (1).
- \( l \) → Parameter describing the shifting of the optical center \( O_2 \) along the optical axis (Fig. 1) due to refraction phenomena in mirror (1).

2 Basic concepts
2.1 Pseudo stereo Vision System (PSVS)
In the GUI of the presented system, as a capturing system, an ordinary stereovision system with two cameras, or PSVS, can be used.

Details for PSVS are presented in [12-13]. It is a monocular stereovision system composed of a camera and four mirrors (Fig. 1). The first mirror is a thin 50% beam splitter. The other mirrors are first surface mirrors. Using PSVS a cheaper system is created combining many good features. These are: 1) Creation of two virtual cameras with the same geometric properties, field of view and active focal length, 2) The angular FOV of the apparatus is the same with of the real camera, 3) It has the accuracy of the stereovision system, 4) It captures a complex image as the result of superposition of the left and the right view, in a single shot. This complex image can faster be processed.

The camera coordinate system has as origin the optical center \( O \) of the real camera and its Z-axis coincides with the optical axis from \( O \) (Fig. 1). To calculate coordinates of path points with respect to camera coordinate system, the intrinsic parameters as well as the distortion coefficients of the camera must be found. Here, the calibration method of Z. Zhang [14] has been used while for corner detection the algorithm proposed in [15] has been preferred.

We define the following symbols:
- \( u_0, v_0, u_{OR}, v_{OR}, u_{OL}, v_{OL} \) → Estimated coordinates of the image center in pixels of the real, the right (virtual camera 1) and the left camera (virtual camera 2) respectively.
- \( a_u, a_v, a_{uR}, a_{vR}, a_{uL}, a_{vL} \) → Estimated scale factors in image \( u \) and \( v \) axes, in pixels again of the right (virtual camera 1) and the left camera (virtual camera 2) respectively.
- \( c \) → Parameter describing the skew of the two image axes.
- \( u_R, v_R, u_L, v_L \) → Estimated coordinates of a 3D point in the image plane of the right (virtual camera 1) and the left camera (virtual camera 2) respectively.
- \( b \) → The baseline length.
- \( m \) → Parameter describing the parallel displacement of the virtual optical axis from \( O_2 \) along \( X \) axis due to refraction phenomena in mirror (1).
- \( l \) → Parameter describing the shifting of the optical center \( O_2 \) along the optical axis (Fig. 1) due to refraction phenomena in mirror (1).
\( \omega_1 = 90^\circ - \theta; \) Angle forms the optical axis with a mirror plane (\( \theta \) is the incidence angle).

\( \theta_r \) Refraction angle (Fig. 1).

\( d \) Thickness of mirror (1).

The transformation matrix with the intrinsic camera parameters is:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
 a_u & c & u_0 \\
 0 & a_v & v_0 \\
 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\] (1)

Equations giving point coordinates \( P(x_p, y_p, z_p) \) in 3D space with respect to camera frame are the following:

\[
x_p = \frac{1}{a_u} \left( z_p + \frac{b}{2} \right) \left( u_L - u_{0L} \right) + \frac{b}{2} \quad \text{or}
\]

\[
x_p = \frac{1}{a_u} \left( z_p + \frac{b}{2} - l \right) \left( u_L - u_{0L} \right) - \frac{b}{2} - m
\]

\[
y_p = \frac{1}{a_v} \left( z_p + \frac{b}{2} \right) \left( v_R - v_{0R} \right) \quad \text{or}
\]

\[
y_p = \frac{1}{a_v} \left( z_p + \frac{b}{2} - l \right) \left( v_L - v_{0L} \right)
\] (2)

\[
z_p = \frac{a_u}{(u_L - u_{0L})} \left( u_L - u_{0L} \right) - \frac{b}{2}
\] (4)

The constant \( m \) is equal to:

\[
m = \frac{d \cdot \cos(\omega + \theta_r)}{\cos \theta_r}
\] (5)

The constant \( l \) is equal to:

\[
l = \frac{d}{\cos \theta_r} \left( 1 - \sin(\omega + \theta_r) \right) + \frac{d}{\cos \theta_r} \cos(\omega + \theta_r) \cdot \tan \omega_1
\] (6)

For mirror (1) thickness equal to 1mm (as in PSVS), \( m = 0.329 \) mm and \( l = 0.377 \) mm (refraction indices, \( n_{\text{glass}} = 1.5 \) and \( n_{\text{air}} = 1 \)).

**2.2 Correspondence Algorithm**

The algorithm used is described in [12]. It belongs to high-level feature-based algorithms and particularly to algorithms that can find correspondences in curves [18-20]. It is based on the concept of seeds and it is implemented either in complex or in a stereo pair of images. In the first stage, the algorithm finds only a small number of pixels (called seeds) of the corresponding edge (sub-sampling) and then propagating these seeds as 4-neighbor pixels creates the edge. The propagation is a passive procedure with smaller computational cost. Thus the algorithm is faster than other algorithms and using predefined conditions (i.e. processing of a small number of lines in each image) it can be used in real time applications. The constraint used for the correspondence either with an ordinary stereo system or with PSVS is only scanning in a scan line each time. In the novel form of the algorithm three criteria are used to select the corresponding edge:

1. A candidate corresponding edge must have the same horizontal upper and lower limits of the initial edge with probably a small predefined permissible deviation measured in pixels.
2. A candidate corresponding edge must have the same number of pixels of the initial edge extended by a predefined percentage of the initial number of pixels.
3. The most probable candidate edge corresponds to the maximum population of pixels at the same distance from the initial image. At this distance, at least one pixel of the candidate edge is detected. (Criterion of the most probable edge).

A number of different criteria have been studied. It was found that the above three criteria permit a more reliable detection of a corresponding edge. After the corresponding edges have been created
(detection and propagation), the corresponding points in each pair of edges can be found by mapping the points one by one. In this second stage, the density of points, that is, the number of corresponding points in a pair of edges is determined by means of a pre-specified number \((N_C)\). The corresponding pairs of points are equally distributed and their locations and disparities are stored in a matrix. Using this algorithm to the proposed method of path generation the selection and processing of 11 independent edges with different colors, in the same scene, is possible. The results, namely, the color of points, their image plane coordinates and the disparities are stored to a file. Thus from this processing step the different behavior of the robot end-effector and the torch mounted on it can be determined for each part of a desired robotic path (i.e. part in which the robot is moving with constant velocity or part for welding in which the torch is activated).

### 2.3 Path Points Calculation Algorithm

Coordinates calculation of path points involves two stages: 1) the rearrangement of desired pixels so that to be successive path points, and 2) necessary calculations to each pair of corresponding pixels to give the 3D point coordinates. The algorithm is described by the flowchart of Fig. 2.

#### 2.3.1 Algorithm Description

The objective of the proposed algorithm is to rearrange pixels found through correspondence algorithm, to select the specified number of pixels and to calculate the final path points. In determining a path, it is desirable, to have a start and an end point. Thus, first the algorithm finds endpoints of each colored edge as well as cross points. The algorithm can find points of interest in almost every type of edges (i.e. a line, a closed line, a line with cross points, combination of previous cases). Then the rearrangement of pixels between two endpoints (end or cross points) of a line each time follows. The rearrangement is made for all path pixels. The next step is the selection of the number \(N_T\) of the desired points in each edge. This number is user selected through an edit box. The selected pixels have equal distances. Then for each pair of pixels, 3D points coordinates of the desired path are calculated. The calculations are presented in the next subsection. The points are designed temporary to the screen as small circles with center the specified point. The results appear to the list box of the GUI and are saved automatically to a file as a set of six values per line: \(x, y, z, \psi, \theta, \phi\) (\(\psi, \theta, \phi\) are Euler angles yaw, pitch, roll respectively).

![Fig. 2 Block diagram of the path point’s calculation algorithm.](image)

#### 2.3.2 Theoretical Analysis

In order to calculate the vector \(X(x, y, z, \psi, \theta, \phi)\) with respect to the world coordinate system of the robotic manipulator (robot base frame), except point coordinates to camera coordinate system, the rotation matrix for a coordinate system attached to each point might be found. We introduce a procedure, better adapted to the requirements of the proposed method for a robotic arc welding system. The method is supported by PSVS but can also be used with an ordinary stereovision system with parallel cameras. Assuming that the desired edge is a line segment defined by two points, \(P_1(x_1, y_1, z_1)\) as the start point and \(P_2(x_2, y_2, z_2)\) as the end point, the three angles roll \((\phi)\), pitch \((\theta)\), yaw \((\psi)\) with respect to camera coordinate system might be calculated. The objective is to find rotation angles around \(X_C\), \(Y_C\), \(Z_C\) axes of the camera coordinate system so that \(Y_C\) axis to be parallel to the line segment. By definition, in sequence, angle yaw represents rotation around \(X_C\)-axis, angle pitch rotation around \(Y_C\)-axis of the once-rotated system and finally, angle roll rotation around \(Z_C\) axis of the twice-rotated system. The 3x3 rotation matrix will be \(R(\psi_c, \theta_c, \phi_c) = R(\phi_c) \cdot R(\theta_c) \cdot R(\psi_c)\).
To calculate angle \( \psi_c \), the line segment is projected to \( Y_C Z_C \) plane. This projection forms an angle with \( Y_C \)-axis, which represents the angle, the camera coordinate system rotates around \( X_C \)-axis, so that the projection to be co-linear with \( Y_C \)-axis, and as a consequence the line segment to be found on \( X_C Y_C \) plane. This angle is equal to:

\[
\tan \psi_c = \frac{z_2 - z_1}{y_2 - y_1} \Rightarrow \psi_c = \tan^{-1} \frac{z_2 - z_1}{y_2 - y_1} \quad (7)
\]

Case studies: If \( |x_2 - x_1| = 0 \Rightarrow \psi_c = 0^\circ \), where \( \varepsilon > 0 \) is a small real number. In this case, the projection of a line segment to image plane through the PSVS (reception of a complex image) is always two parallel lines. In any other case these lines are not parallel.

Angle pitch can be found by the projection of the line segment to the \( X_C Y_C \) plane as it arises of the once-rotated system. This projection is always co-linear with \( X_C \)-axis and angle pitch is taken by definition equal to zero, \( \theta_c = 0^\circ \).

Finally to calculate angle roll, the line segment is projected to \( X_C Y_C \) plane. This projection forms an angle with \( Y_C \)-axis, which represents the angle, the camera coordinate system have to rotate around \( Z_C \)-axis, so that the line segment to be co-linear with \( Y_C \) axis. Thus the angle roll is calculated from the relation:

\[
\tan \varphi_c = \frac{x_2 - x_1}{y_2 - y_1} \Rightarrow \psi_c = \tan^{-1} \frac{x_2 - x_1}{y_2 - y_1} \quad (8)
\]

Case studies: If \( |x_2 - x_1| < \varepsilon \Rightarrow \varphi_c = 0^\circ \), where \( \varepsilon > 0 \) is a small real number. In this case, the projection of a line segment to image plane through the PSVS (reception of a complex image) is always two parallel lines parallel to \( Y_C \) axis. The rotation matrix arising by using these angles is the following:

\[
C R_P = \begin{bmatrix}
c\varphi_c c\psi_c - s\varphi_c s\psi_c c\psi_c - s\varphi_c s\psi_c \\
s\varphi_c c\psi_c c\psi_c - s\varphi_c s\psi_c \\
0 s\varphi_c c\psi_c s\varphi_c \\
\end{bmatrix} \quad (9)
\]

Where, \( c\varphi_c \rightarrow \cos \varphi_c, \ s\varphi_c \rightarrow \sin \varphi_c \).

Knowing these angles, PSVS and the welding torch mounted on the flange of the robotic manipulator can be rotated around the three axes of the world coordinate system (by means of the GUI developed for this purpose) obtaining in this way the best view, which is the desired welding view, of the desired path. Thus, during the welding procedure, the welding torch will track the desired path with the desired orientation. To find the final homogeneous matrix to the world coordinate system the next two steps are necessary.

1. To calculate the homogeneous transformation matrix \( F T_c \) (solution of the hand eye calibration problem). This matrix is calculated by using the linear method in [16]. It is permanently stored to a file and periodically recalculated using the previous method and our HumanPT application facilities.

2. To create the homogeneous matrix \( w T_P \) providing the flange coordinates to the world coordinate system. This matrix can be found dynamically through ALTER communication port working in our system at 38400 bps and after a proper scaling. It is available by the system each 28 ms (operation cycle of the PUMA robot).

The homogeneous transformation matrix \( w T_P \) of the frame attached on a point \( P(x,y,z) \) with respect to the world coordinate system can be derived by multiplication of matrices as follows:

\[
w T_P = w T_F \cdot F T_c \cdot C T_P \quad (10)
\]

Where \( C T_P \) is the matrix transforming the coordinate system with origin the point \( P \) to the camera coordinate system. This matrix is of the form:

\[
C T_P = \begin{bmatrix}
C R_P & X_P \\
0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \quad (11)
\]

Where \( X_P = (x_P, y_P, z_P) \). \( w T_P \) matrix is of the form:

\[
w T_P = \begin{bmatrix}
W R_P & X_{3x1} \\
0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \quad (12)
\]

Vector \( X_{3x1}=[x, y, z]^T \) provides point coordinates with respect to the world coordinate system. \( W R_P \) matrix has the form of matrix in (17) and Euler angles \( \text{yaw}(\psi), \ \text{pitch}(\theta), \ \text{roll}(\phi) \) can be calculated for each point using relations in (18).

\[
W R_P = \begin{bmatrix}
r_1 & r_2 & r_3 \\
r_2 & r_2 & r_3 \\
r_3 & r_3 & r_3
\end{bmatrix} \quad (13)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\varphi &= \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{r_2}{r_1} \right) \\
\theta &= \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{r_3}{\cos \cdot r_1 + \sin \cdot r_2} \right) \\
\psi &= \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{r_1}{\cos \cdot r_2 - \cos \cdot r_3} \right)
\end{align*} \quad (14)
\]
If $r_{11} \to 0$ and $r_{21} \to 0$, then $\varphi = 0$, $\theta = \tan^{-1}(-r_{31}/r_{11})$ and $\psi = \tan^{-1}(-r_{23}/r_{22})$.

3 Path Generation Algorithm
The GUI used is part of the recently developed HumanPT robotic application (Fig. 3). A description of this form and more details concerning the GUI can be found in [17]. By means of HumanPT the stable communication with PUMA 761 robotic manipulator through ALTER serial port is achieved. Many other operations like camera calibration, hand–eye calibration, image processing, real time control, visual servo control are also performed. The basic steps of generating initially a desired path are:
1. Using the GUI, the end-effector is moved to obtain the best view of the scene.
2. The capturing system being used is selected and a complex image is captured (here only the case of PSVS is examined).
3. The complex image is duplicated to keep the compatibility with other stereovision systems.
4. The desired filters and operations to process images are selected through pull down menus and edit boxes.
5. The processing procedure is executed step by step or automatically pressing the corresponding push buttons.
6. If the final edge image is the desired we continue with the selection or the design of the proper edges in the left view of the complex image.
7. The maximum number of pixels that could be found to the second image with the correspondence algorithm proposed is selected and the function “Corresponding edges” (to find the corresponding edges) is executed. This number $(N_C)$ is in the range 2 to 100. After the execution the results could be checked selecting the second image or through the list box or having a look to the file where the results are stored.
8. The density of the final path points (measure of velocities) for each colored edge is determined by changing the value to the edit box “Traj. Points”. This number $(N_T)$ could be from 3 to 1000. Then the function “Trajectory Points” is executed. When the calculations will finish the ordered equidistant path points are temporarily appearing to the screen and sets with the translation and rotation values for each point are listed to the list box. The results are also stored to a file.
9. By means of the function “Save Values” previous sets are loaded in a matrix, are stored in a file and can be used as the source data to control the robotic manipulator, in real time (28 ms cycle).

4 Experimental Results
In this section experimental results are presented. A Pulnix TM-6705 camera connected with the F64-PCI-DSP frame grabber card of Coreco, is used. The PSVS is mounted on the end effector of PUMA 761 robotic manipulator. The application is executed in a personal computer, Pentium II/350 MHz. A second computer communicates with the controller of the robotic manipulator PUMA 761 through ALTER communication port at 38400 bps. These two computers are connected together through an Ethernet-based local network.

In Fig. 3 the processing stages of a complex image of the scene are presented. The PSVS and the arc-welding torch are driven from the initial view of Fig. 3 to the final view of Fig. 4 (a) by means of the push buttons incorporated for this reason to the GUI. In this paradigm, manually designed lines connect the arc-welding torch (a simulated torch) mounted on the end-effector of the robotic manipulator with a desired edge of the 3D object. The desired path is the sum of two sub-paths. The first one will drive the end-effector from its current location to the start point of the “welding path” (for the approach 20 points were selected) and the second one will be the “welding path” (100 points were selected). The processing is made in two separate stages. Before the execution of correspondence and path points calculation algorithms, the initial image, Fig. 4 (a), is subtracted from image of Fig. 4 (b). Thus an image with only the desired edges is created (Fig. 4(c),(d)). The calculated 3D
points have a specified order, from the torch to the 3D object’s desired edge. For this paradigm, pixel accuracy was selected. The result is illustrated to the 3D map of Fig. 5.

![Initial image, design of the desired edges, left view manually selected, right view automatically selected after the application of the correspondence algorithm.](image)

Fig. 4 a) Initial image, b) design of the desired edges, c) left view manually selected (two different colors) d) right view automatically selected after the application of the correspondence algorithm.

![3D map of path points for the paradigm of Fig. 4.](image)

Fig. 5 3D map of path points for the paradigm of Fig. 4.

To indicate the specified sequence of 3D points, a complex image of 2D objects was captured (Fig. 6 (a)). After the processing (mean filter, conversion to binary image with threshold T=128, Roberts edge detector, closing operation) the path on the selected objects is illustrated as a continue line, by means of a 3D map in Fig. 6 (b). The start point (indicated with a small triangle) and the sequence of path points are selected by means of the GUI. The path points are selected to be $N_T = 200$.

![The initial image, the 3D path of two selected objects.](image)

Fig. 6 a) The initial image, b) the 3D path of two selected objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
<th>$z$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>0.0988</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>0.1963</td>
<td>0.1525</td>
<td>0.0381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxE</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.3965</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Errors with respect to the camera and to the world frame (mm)

To show the accuracy of the measurement system, first, the 30x30 mm square of Fig. 6 (a) (in the middle) is used. The path points are selected to be $N_T = 100$. By using the estimated and the real point position vectors with respect to camera frame and to world frame, the mean error (ME), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the maximum error (MaxE) are calculated. The results are presented in Table 1. The depth map of the square points (points to camera coordinate system) is illustrated in Fig. 7.
(a). The 3D map of points as they are calculated to the world coordinate system with crosses “+” and the path as it tracked by the robot using the low level point to point step controller (PPSC), with continue line, are illustrated in Fig. 7 (b).

Fig. 7 3D maps of a 30x30 mm square a) with respect to the camera coordinate system, b) with respect to the world coordinate system.

As a second paradigm an arc of about 90 degrees of the complex image of Fig. 8 (a) is selected. The selection is illustrated to Fig. 8 (b). The initial image of Fig. 8 (a) is subtracted from image of Fig. 8 (b). Thus an image containing only two arcs remains. After the implementation of the processing algorithms for points, the absolute errors for position and orientation are illustrated to Fig. 9. In this figure, absolute errors concern the desired path as it was estimated with the previous procedure and the path that the end-effector follows as it tracks the desired path, in real time.

Fig. 8 a) The initial complex image. b) The initial complex image with the selected arc.

Fig. 9 Absolute errors for position and orientation of the path generated by the arc.

5 Conclusion

In this paper a vision-based path generation method for a robotic arc welding system, is presented. The whole application is based on some new concepts. These concepts permit the generation of a path easier, reliable and faster using simply personal computers. Scene complex images are captured by means of PSVS. A path can be generated, not using a “Teaching by Showing” like method but simply designing lines and shapes or connecting edges of objects in the scene. The algorithms proposed in the application for point correspondence and then path point calculation, permit to generate successive path points and to determine the behavior of the robot end-effector (and of the welding torch mounted on it) for each discrete part of the desired path. The method proposed for angles estimation to camera coordinate system provides the possibility of tracking any curved line by the system. As the vision system is mounted on the end-effector of the robotic manipulator, moving the robot, the best view of the scene can be achieved and then the desired path point coordinates can be calculated with higher accuracy.

The described software is executed in personal computers. The system proposed can be used in...
applications in space or submarine vehicles where it is difficult to determine a welding path with other methods. It can be also implemented to shipyards for damage repairs, where robotic welding systems are used. Moreover can be used to generate a robotic path for any task or procedure.
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